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clustering

to make clusters so each cluster has similar 
data.
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probabilistic model:
mixture model
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e.g. mixture of Gaussians
generative model

1. choose cluster zn

zn ～ p(zn¦π) ≡ πzn

note π1 +π2 = 1

2. sample xn from cluster zn

xn ～ p(xn¦ηzn)

cluster 1

cluster 2

x1 : z1=1 x5 : z5=2

ηzn=(μzn, Σzn)
mean variance
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inference of assignments

p(Z¦X)

e.g. p(zn=1¦xn) < p(zn=2¦xn) cluster 1

cluster 2

>
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posterior p(K¦D)

p(K¦D) ∝ p(K,D) = p(K) p(D¦K)

inference of #clusters

what is p(K) ???
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Dirichlet process
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Dirichlet process

#components = ∞

i.e. K = ∞  ∴ p(K) is not required

we observe “finite”components.
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 K times

Finite and Infinite Mixtures
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G0 and an example
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Chinese restaurant process
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Figure 2: A partition induced by the Chinese restaurant process. Numbers indicate customers
(objects), circles indicate tables (classes).

The details of the steps taken in computing this limit are given in the Appendix. These limiting
probabilities define a valid distribution over partitions, and thus over equivalence classes of
class assignments, providing a prior over class assignments for an infinite mixture model.
Objects are exchangeable under this distribution, just as in the finite case: the probability of a
partition is not affected by the ordering of the objects, since it depends only on the counts mk.

As noted above, the distribution over partitions specified by Equation 15 can be derived
in a variety of ways – by taking limits (Green & Richardson, 2001; Neal, 1992; 2000), from the
Dirichlet process (Blackwell & McQueen, 1973), or from other equivalent stochastic processes
(Ishwaran & James, 2001; Sethuraman, 1994). We will briefly discuss a simple process that
produces the same distribution over partitions: the Chinese restaurant process.

2.3 The Chinese restaurant process

The Chinese restaurant process (CRP) was named by Jim Pitman and Lester Dubins, based
upon a metaphor in which the objects are customers in a restaurant, and the classes are the
tables at which they sit (the process first appears in Aldous, 1985, where it is attributed to
Pitman). Imagine a restaurant with an infinite number of tables, each with an infinite number
of seats.2 The customers enter the restaurant one after another, and each choose a table at ran-
dom. In the CRP with parameter !, each customer chooses an occupied table with probability
proportional to the number of occupants, and chooses the next vacant table with probability
proportional to !. For example, Figure 2 shows the state of a restaurant after 10 customers
have chosen tables using this procedure. The first customer chooses the first table with proba-
bility !

! = 1. The second customer chooses the first table with probability 1
1+! , and the second

table with probability !
1+! . After the second customer chooses the second table, the third cus-

tomer chooses the first table with probability 1
2+! , the second table with probability 1

2+! , and
the third table with probabililty !

2+! . This process continues until all customers have seats,
defining a distribution over allocations of people to tables, and, more generally, objects to
classes. Extensions of the CRP and connections to other stochastic processes are pursued in
depth by Pitman (2002).

The distribution over partitions induced by the CRP is the same as that given in Equation
15. If we assume an ordering on our N objects, then we can assign them to classes sequentially
using the method specified by the CRP, letting objects play the role of customers and classes
play the role of tables. The ith object would be assigned to the kth class with probability

P (ci = k|c1, c2, . . . , ci!1) =

! mk
i!1+! k ! K+

!
i!1+! otherwise

(16)

where mk is the number of objects currently assigned to class k, and K+ is the number of
classes for which mk > 0. If all N objects are assigned to classes via this process, the probability

2Pitman and Dubins, both statisticians at UC Berkeley, were inspired by the apparently infinite capacity of
Chinese restaurants in San Francisco when they named the process.
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non-DP p(Z,π¦K)

DP p([Z]) 

discussion: p(Z,π,K), p([Z])

p([Z]) =!K+

!

"
K+#

k=1

Nk−1#

j=1

j

$

% Γ(!)
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p(Z|!,K) =
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!Nc
c

D(!|K) =
!(")

!("/K)K
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i=1

!!/K!1
i

integral out π & take the limit of K

``DP is an option of p(Z,π,K)”
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Accelerated Variational DP
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points

variational DP

+ acceleration by kd-trees

+ relaxed truncation
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acceleration by cache
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Accelerated VDP

100 times faster than naive VDP on million 
data cases
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Figure 2: Speedup factors and free energy ratios between Fast-VDP and VDP. Top and bottom
figures show speedups and free energy ratios, respectively.

Fast-VDP VDP

Figure 3: Clustering results of Fast-VDP and VDP, with a speedup of 21. The clusters are ordered
according to size (from top left to bottom right).

energy ratio was almost constant overN . Fig. 2-center shows an interesting dependence of speed on
dimensionality, with D = 64 giving the largest speedup. The three plots in Fig. 2 are in agreement
with similar plots in [8, 9].

Real datasets. In this experiment we applied VDP and Fast-VDP for clustering image data. We
used the MNIST dataset (http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/) which consists of 60, 000
images of the digits 0–9 in 784 dimensions (28 by 28 pixels). We first applied PCA to reduce the
dimensionality of the data to 50. Fast-VDP found 96 clusters in 3, 379 seconds with free energy
F = 1.759 ! 107, while VDP found 88 clusters in 72, 037 seconds with free energy 1.684 ! 107.
The speedup was 21 and the free energy ratio was 1.044. The mean images of the discovered
components are illustrated in Fig. 3. The results of the two algorithms seem qualitatively similar,
while Fast-VDP computed its results much faster than VDP.
In a second real data experiment we clustered documents from citeseer (http://citeseer.ist.
psu.edu). The dataset has 30, 696 documents, with a vocabulary size of 32, 473 words. Each
document is represented by the counts of words in its abstract. We preprocessed the dataset by
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [12] with 200 topics5. We subsequently transformed these topic-counts
yj,k (count value of k’th topic in the j’th document) into xj,k = log(1 + yj,k) to fit a normal
distribution better. In this problem the elapsed time of Fast-VDP and VDP were 335 seconds and
2,256 seconds, respectively, hence a speedup of 6.7. The free energy ratio was 1.040. Fast-VDP
found five clusters, while VDP found six clusters. Table 1 shows the three most frequent topics in
each cluster. Although the two algorithms found a different number of clusters, we can see that the
clusters B and F found by VDP are similar clusters, whereas Fast-VDP did not distinguish between
these two. Table 2 shows words included in these topics, showing that the documents are well-
clustered.

5We thank David Newman for this preprocessing.
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relaxed truncation

Blei’s VDP

finite!

modelT ⊄ modelT+1

Our VDP

infinite

modelT ⊂ modelT+1
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thank you :)
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